Data Visualization: Emily Busch by Busch, Emily
distance shown with dataIsolation
“It is an artist’s duty to reflect the times.”
–Nina Simone
About the Data:
During this week I tracked all the moments of where and 
when I heard or read the word coronavirus. I also tired to 
give context surrounding these moments by documenting 
the source of where the information was coming from and 
who was with me in each moment.
How to Read it?
Each day of the week is a strand of data.
Color defines the source of the information, and any 
additive elements define the individuals involved or 
other details about the moment.
Each • represents a moment and the added 
elements (symbols or colors) give more detail 
of each moment in time.
= saw something on social media 
   (facebook, instagram, snapchat)
= told by a family member
= TV
= groupchat with the roommates
= emails





= Raeanne (my sister)
= Scott (my brother-in-law)
= Opal (grandma)
= me
= I sent a message   
   regarding the virus
= memes or pictures  
   made about the virus




Tracked from Friday, March 13, 2020 – Sunday, 
March 21, 2020
